PROTOPIC SERIES

PERFECT SOLUTION FOR DIGITAL PRINT ON DEMAND FINISHING LAMINATOR

MAIN DEVICE

• High glossy chrome roller with excellent durability.
• Laminating roller with high pressure by pneumatic cylinder for strong adhesion lamination.
• Dual perforating (film and in-line).
• Double slitting knives.
• Air compressor and low noise vacuum pump included.
• Automatic gap adjustment for feeding paper.
• Equipped rewinder for various application of sleeking jobs.
• Easy use with cantilever film shaft and bidirectional combi core adaptor.

SYSTEM CONTROL

• Whole functions adjustment with one master dial.
• 13 jobs memory function for automatic adjustment of temperature and speed.
• Super-precise temperature control by temperature sensor installed inside roller.
• Film unwinder and rewinder tension adjustment.
FEATURES

- Environmentally-friendly Thermalami® system.
- Perfect lamination for whole kinds of substrates without bubbles.
- Six patterns of embossing rollers (for Dual version).
- Space effective design for offices and small areas.
- Automatic paper feeding gap control system and automatic burst cutting system.
- Film tension adjustment device and decurling device are equipped.
- Air cooling system with an air compressor for perfect photo matting effect (for Dual Photo version).
- Capacitive touch screen.

APPLICATIONS

- Posters
- Pop-up Signs
- Menus
- Book covers
- Photograph Albums
- Name cards
- Gift certificates
- Greetings Cards
- Yearbooks
- Calendars
- Labels
- Magazines
- Packaging
- Leaflets
- Business Brochures
- Business Cards
- Whole page Sleeking™ (gloss / matt / holographic)
- Spot Sleeking™ (gloss / matt / holographic / metallic)